Skin preparation
Before you begin, make sure that all oils and creams have been removed.
For best results, it is advisable to remove all body hair. We recommend
that if waxing, you allow 2-3 days for the skin to settle; shaving can be
done on the day or if using a surgical hair removing cream please do so
the day before (24 hours prior).
Application
1. Shake the Microskin bottle well.
2. Pour a very small amount of Microskin directly into the application
dish.
3. Bend the half circle stipple sponge edges and stir in the application
dish to disperse the Microskin evenly throughout the sponge. If a smaller
area, use the flat edge of the stipple sponge if need be, can cut the half
circle into quarters.
4. Gently slide the sponge across the rim of the application dish to allow
excess Microskin to stay in the dish.
5. Use the folded stipple sponge from top to bottom in a vertical direction
slightly overlapping, followed by left to right in a horizontal direction
again slightly overlapping. Do not try to cover the area in one go. It
colour corrects when applied lightly in layers.
6. Apply subsequent layers after Microskin has dried and no wet residue
is evident.
7. When Microskin is dry, tap Microseal Powder onto the Microseal Puff
and firmly press into the skin. Make sure all areas are covered. Allow the
powder to absorb by itself for a longer lasting result. Powder should be
put on the powder puff in a very small quantity, this will already do the
job and make it not sticky. The whiteness of the powder depends on the
amount used and usually is gone in 1-2 hours. If you have more time, you
can even apply everything in the evening, before you go to sleep and in
the morning Microskin and powder have reacted and you will get the best
result.
Helpful Hints – Stipple technique
If you stipple Microskin on too thickly or use too many layers, it will turn
dark, grey, dirty or look bruised. Stipple slowly, one layer at a time!
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